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An  Acoustic  Micrometer  and Its Application  to  Layer 
Thickness  Measurements 
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AND NORIYOSHI  CHUBACHI, MEMBER,  IEEE 

Abstract-When an  ultrasonic  wave  propagating  to  a  medium  such 
as water  is  incident  upon  a  layered surface,  the power  spectrum  of  the 
reflected  ultrasonic  wave  exhibits  a  dip  at  a  specific  frequency  that  cor- 
responds  to  the  excitation  of  pseudo-Sezawa  waves on the  surface.  The 
phenomenon  has  been  successfully  incorporated  in  an  acoustic  mi- 
crometer for layer  thickness  measurements.  The  paper  describes  the 
principle  and  system  of  the  acoustic  micrometer.  Its  basic  perfor- 
mance,  in  respect  to  the  stability,  accuracy,  spatial  resolution  and  tem- 
perature  dependence,  has  also  been  discussed.  Gold  layers  electro- 
plated on substrates of 42 percent  Ni-Fe  alloy  were  taken  as  test 
specimens in the  present  study.  The  measurable  range  of  the  thickness 
for  gold  layers  covered  from 1-20 pm  by using  a  frequency  range  of 
10-200 MHz. The  stability  and  accuracy  have  been  achieved  to  within 
k0.2 percent and k 1  percent,  respectively. 

M 
I.  INTRODUCTION 

EASUREMENTS of the film thickness in layered 
structures  have  become  an  important  technology in 

the  micro  electronic  industry.  For  the  thickness  measure- 
ment,  various  nondestructive  methods  are  known so far 
such  as  X-ray  fluorescence  method [ l ] ,  ultrasonic  inter- 
ferometry [2], V ( z )  curve  analysis in acoustic  micros- 
copy [3],  [4], and  methods  using  surface  profilers [5],  [6]. 
These  methods  are,  however, not  appropriate  for  the  mea- 
surements in the  production  line.  The X-ray  fluorescence 
method is widely employed  for  the  layer  thickness mea- 
surement  of  electronic  components,  such  as  lead  frames 
of LSI’s and  printed  circuit  boards.  This method  requires 
longer  than  ten  seconds  for  measurements, so that it is not 
suitably  applied to the  measurements in the  production 
line. In ultrasonic  interferometry,  sufficient  sensitivity 
cannot  be  obtained  for  such  layered  structures as lead 
frames of large-scale  integrations  (LSIs),  because  the 
combination  of  acoustic  impedances  of  the  layer  and  sub- 
strate in such  cases  does not permit  a  sufficient  magnitude 
of  resonance [2]. The V (  z )  methods  can  be  applied with 
a very high  accuracy [4], but it requires  precise  move- 
ments  of an  acoustic  lens, which is difficult to  realize  when 
measurements  are  made in the  production  line.  The  sur- 
face profilers  cannot be  used  for  layer  thickness  measure- 
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ments if the  entire  surface of a  substrate  is  covered  with 
an  opaque  layer. 

In  previous  papers [7], [g], we  have  developed  a new 
method of the layer  thickness  measurement,  which  can  be 
stably  used in the  production  line of  microelectronic  prod- 
ucts.  The  method was  successfully  implemented  into  an 
acoustic  micrometer. 

The  purpose  of  the  present  paper  is  to  describe  the 
acoustic  micrometer  and  to  examine  factors  that  domi- 
nantly  influence its basic  performance. The principle  of 
the  measurement  is  first  described.  The  construction of 
the  acoustic  micrometer  and its function  are  explained. 
The basic  performance of the  acoustic  micrometer, in- 
cluding  the  stability,  accuracy  and  spatial  resolution, is 
then  discussed,  because  they  are  important  factors  for in- 
dustrial  applications.  The  temperature  dependence  of 
measurements  is  also  discussed.  When  the  acoustic  mi- 
crometer is introduced in the  production  line, a large 
amount  of  mechanical  allowance in the  positioning  of  a 
sensor is desirable  to  obtain  stable  measurements.  There- 
fore,  the effect of  the  sensor  positioning  on  measurements 
is finally discussed. 

11. PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT 

We  suppose that  a  semiinfinite  substrate  occupies  a 
lower half space,  and a layer  with the  thickness d covers 
the  surface  of  the  substrate.  It is well  known  that  a  number 
of modes  of  surface  waves  can  be  propagated  along  the 
surface, if the  transverse  sound  velocity in the layer  is  less 
than  that in the  substrate [9]. The  fundamental  mode is of 
a  Rayleigh  wave,  and  the  second  mode  is of a  Sezawa 
wave [ 101. Then,  we  suppose that the  upper half  space  is 
filled with  fluid,  typically  water,  and an ultrasonic  plane 
wave is incident  onto  the  layered  surface with an incident 
angle 0 as  shown in Fig. 1. Dispersion  curves  of  phase 
velocities  for  the first two  modes, which can  be  excited 
on  the  surface by the  incident  wave,  are  shown in Fig. 2 .  
The  layer  and  substrate  are of  gold  and  42-alloy (42 per- 
cent  Ni-Fe  alloy),  respectively, which are  familiar mate- 
rials in the  micro  electronic  industry.  In  the  figure,  the 
wave  number k is normalized  to  a  dimensionless  variable 
kd/27r. The  Sezawa  wave  has a cut-off wave number, at 
which  the  phase  velocity is equal  to  the  transverse  sound 
velocity in the  substrate.  The  Sezawa  wave is usually  de- 
fined for  the  wave  number  greater  than  the cut-off wave 
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Fig. 1.  Coordinate  system for layered half space 
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Fig. 2 .  Dispersion  curves of surface  waves  excited  on  layered half space, 
loaded  with  water.  Layer:  gold,  substrate:  4'2-alloy. 

number,  as  indicated with a  solid  line in Fig.  2. A  dashed 
line in the  figure is for  a  pseudo-Sezawa  wave,  which is 
a kind of  leaky  surface  wave.  The  pseudo-Sezawa  wave 
cannot  propagate  along  the  surface  without  attenuation, 
but  radiates  its  energy  into  the  substrate  and  decreases  ex- 
ponentially [ 1 l]. 

If the  frequency  and  incident  angle  of  the  incident  wave 
satisfy the  condition of excitation  of  the  pseudo-Sezawa 
wave,  then  some portion of the  incident  energy  transmits 
into the  substrate,  and  therefore,  the  energy of the  re- 
flected  wave is reduced.  This  mechanism  is  illustrated in 
Fig.  3.  Fig. 3(a)  schematically  shows  the  wave  propaga- 
tion  when  the  pseudo-Sezawa  wave  is excited, while Fig. 
3(b)  shows  the  wave  propagation  when  the  Sezawa  wave 
or Rayleigh  wave is excited. 

This  phenomenon  can  be  theoretically  obtained  as  dips 
in the  angular  and  frequency  dependence of a  reflection 
coefficient R ( fd, 8 j  for  the  layered  surface [7]. The fd 
value  is  the  product of  frequency f and  layer  thickness d .  
The  calculation  of R ( fd, 0 )  was  made  according  to  Chi- 
menti et al. [ 121, in which attenuation of ultrasonic  waves 
in solids  was  neglected  for  the  sake of simplicity.  The 
functional  dependence of the  reflection  coefficient R (  fd, 
e )  on the  incident  angle 8 andfd value  is  shown in Fig. 
4.  The absolute  value of R ( fd, 8 ) is plotted as  to  be  zero 
on  top  and unity at  bottom,  therefore,  the  deepest  dip  is 
seen as a steep peak  where fd = 0.275 km /sec and 8 = 
3 1 O .  Because no loss was  assumed in the  calculation,  the 
existence  of  the  dips in the  reflection  coefficient  means 
that  corresponding  amounts of energy  transmit  into  the 
substrate.  From  the  location  of  the  dips in the fd - B 
plane,  phase velocity V and  wave  number k of the  pseudo- 
Sezawa  wave  can  be  obtained by using  Snell's  law  and 
the  definition of the  phase  velocity as  shown in (1) and 

V = V,,./sin 8, (1)  

kd/27r = fd/V, ( 2 )  

(2) 

Fig. 3.  Schematic  drawing of wave  propagation  on  layered  surface, (a) 
when oseudo-Sezawa  wave is excited; (b) when Sezawa or Rayleigh  wave 

Fig.  4. Reflection  coefficient  calculated  as  function of incident  angle B and 
fd value for the  layered  structures of gold  layer  on  42-alloy  substrate. 

where V ,  is  the  sound  velocity in water.  The  deepest  dip 
in Fig. 4 corresponds  to  the  pseudo-Sezawa  wave  excited 
with a  wave  number  slightly  less than  the  cut off wave 
number.  In  this  situation  the  majority of the  incident  en- 
ergy  transmits  into  the  substrate.  This  condition is prac- 
tically  realized by setting  the  incident  angle  at  an  appro- 
priate  value &,, as  shown in (3). 

sin eo = V,/ V,, (3)  

where V, is the  phase  velocity of the  pseudo-Sezawa  wave 
at the  cut off wave  number.  The  appropriate  incident  an- 
gle &, is,  from  Fig. 4,  31"  or less  for a  42-alloy  substrate 
with  a  gold layer. 

Once the  incident  angle  and  materials of both layer  and 
substrate  are  determined, then thefd  value is uniquely  de- 
termined  to  a  specific  value, ( fd ),. Therefore,  the  layer 
thickness d can  be  estimated by measuring  the  dip  fre- 
quency f and by calculating d = ( fd ),/f. 

111. INSTRUMENT 
A  block  diagram  of  an  acoustic  micrometer  is  shown in 

Fig. 5 .  An ultrasonic  sensor  consisted  of  a  pair of trans- 
ducer  rods.  An  electrical  impulse  generated by a  pulse 
generator  was  applied  to  a  piezoelectric  transducer. 
Acoustic  waves reflected at  the  surface of a  specimen  were 
received by the other  transducer, and  the  electrical  output 
signal  was  fed  into an  amplifier.  The first pulse in the 
reflected wave  was  extracted by using  a gate  circuit.  The 
power  spectrum of the  extracted signal  was  obtained by a 
spectrum  analyzer. A  controller  detected  a  dip in the 
power  spectrum  and  converted  the  dip  frequency  into  the 
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Fig. 5 .  Block diagram of acoustic  micrometer 
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Fig. 6 .  Schematic  drawing of ultrasonic  sensor. 

Frequency [MHz1 

Fig. 7. Normalization of power spectra.  (a)  Spectrum for 42-alloy  speci- 
men with no layer. (h) Spectrum for specimen with 3 .  I Km gold layer. 
(c)  Normalized  spectrum  ((a)-(h)). 

layer  thickness.  Furthermore,  the  controller  calibrated the 
temperature  dependence  of  the  measured  values  because 
it could affect the  accuracy  of  the  measurements. 

The  voltage of  the  applied  impulse  was  200 v over a 
duration  of  5  ns.  The  ultrasonic  sensor is schematically 
drawn in Fig. 6. The  material of  the  piezoelectric  trans- 
ducer was ZnO film,  which  was  sputtered  on one  side of 
the  transducer rod made  of  fused  quartz.  The  diameter 
and  the  length of the  transducer  rod  were 8 mm and 10 
mm,  respectively.  The  effective  frequency range  of  the 
transducer  was  30-150  MHz.  The half angle,  denoted by 
e in Fig. 6, was  set  at  specific  values  between 27" and 
3 l ", at  which a deep  dip in the  power  spectrum  could be 
obtained  for  a 42-alloy  substrate with a  gold  layer. 

The operation of the  acoustic  micrometer is as follows. 
Prior  to  the  measurement, the  frequency  response  of  the 
measurement  system  should  be  estimated by measuring 
the  power  spectrum of waves reflected by the substrate 
with no layer  on it (See Fig.  7(a)).  This  spectrum should 
be  stored  as  a  reference  spectrum.  Only  the effect due to 
the layer  deposition,  Fig.  7(c), can be  obtained by divid- 
ing  the power  spectrum  for  a  layered  substrate,  Fig.  7(b), 
with the reference spectrum, in order  to cancel  the effect 
of  the  frequency  response  of  the  measurement system. Fi- 
nally,  the  layer  thickness  can  be  obtained  from  the  dip 
frequency in the  power  spectrum,  Fig.  7(c), as explained 
in the  previous  section. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS ON PERFORMANCE 
In order  to  attain  the  performance of the  acoustic mi- 

crometer  required for the  thickness  measurement  of  lay- 
ered  products in the  production  line,  the  following prob- 
lems  were  experimentally  investigated: a) temperature 
dependence;  b)  stability  and  accuracy; c) spatial  resolu- 
tion;  and d) effect of  sensor-positioning  on  measurements. 

For all experiments,  substrates of  42-alloy with gold 
layers  were  employed  as  test  specimens. 

A.  Temperature  Dependence 
Let  us k andfbe the  wave  number  and  frequency  of  the 

pseudo-Sezawa  wave,  respectively, and V,,, and V be  the 
sound  velocity in water  and  the  phase  velocity of the 
pseudo-Sezawa  wave,  respectively.  The  incident  angle is 
8. By rearranging (2), the  dip  frequency f is related  to V 
and k as 

f =  Vk/27r. ( 4 )  

Since  the  wave  number k is dependent  on  the  phase  ve- 
locity V through  the  dispersion  relation as graphically 
shown in Fig. 1, the  frequency f can be regarded as a 
function of V ,  

f ( V )  = V k ( V ) / 2 7 r .  ( 5 )  

As evident  from (l) ,  the  phase  velocity V depends  on 
V,,,, which  changes  significantly with temperature,  there- 
fore,  the  dip  frequency f also  depends  on  temperature 
through (5).  Although such  quantities  as  sound  velocities 
in the  substrate  and  layer  materials  also  depend  on  tem- 
perature,  the  amount  of the  change in them is much  less 
than  that in V,,,. Thus,  the  dip  frequency  depends  on  tem- 
perature,  mainly  because  the  sound  velocity in water 
changes with temperature. 

In order to  obtain  calibration  curves of the  dip  fre- 
quency as  a  function of temperature,  the  following  exper- 
iments  were  made.  Two  specimens  were  used,  the  layer 
thickness  of  which  was 5.2 pm  and 7.2  pm, respectively, 
measured by the  conventional  X-ray  fluorescence  method 
[l]. The  thickness of substrates  was 2 mm.  The incident 
angle  was  27.4".  The  frequency resolution of the  spectral 
analysis  was  chosen  at 0.125 MHz, according  to  a  reason 
to  be  discussed in section B. Temperature was  changed 
from 10°C  to  40°C.  The rate of change  was  maintained 
within 3"C/hour  to keep  a  homogeneity of temperature 
of water  and specimens.  The  dependence  of  the  dip  fre- 
quency  on  temperature is plotted in Fig. 8 for  the 7.2  pm 
specimen.  Dotted  lines  are measured data,  while the  solid 
line is a  quadratic  curve, fitted to  the  data by the  method 
of least squares.  The measured  data  are well represented 
by the  least-square-curve,  therefore, it is obvious  that  the 
calibration  of  temperature  dependence  can  be  accom- 
plished by referring to such  calibration  curves. 

B. Stability  and  Accuracy 
As seen  from  Fig. 8,  dip  frequencies  were  stably  mea- 

sured  within the  minimum resolution of the  frequency 
analysis  (0.125 MHz). Therefore, it was  estimated  that 
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Fig. 8. Dependence of dip  frequencies on temperature.  Incident  angle- 
27.4"; frequency resolution--0.125 MHz. Solid  line is quadratic  curve 
least-squares-fitted. 

the stability  of the  measurement  was  achieved  at  least to 
within k 0 . 2  percent.  In  general,  the  spectrum  analyzer 
sweeps  in  the  slower  rate  for  higher  resolution,  and  fur- 
thermore,  such  noise reduction  techniques as averaging or 
maximum  holding are required to achieve  precise mea- 
surements.  Therefore,  the  minimum  resolution  and mea- 
surement  time  are traded off for  each  other. In  the  present 
study,  we  have  chosen  the  resolution of 0.125  MHz and 
measurement  time  of  one  second,  which  were  suitable  for 
measurements in the  production  line of electronic  com- 
ponents. 

Experiments  were  made  on  two  specimens with differ- 
ent  layer  thicknesses,  5.2  pm  and  7.2  pm,  and  measured 
data  are  plotted in Fig. 9. In  the  figure,  dip  frequencies 
were  normalized  to fd values by multiplication  with  the 
thickness d .  Thefd  values  for  the  two  specimens with dif- 
ferent  layer  thickness  exhibit a  discrepancy  of +_ 1  per- 
cent,  which  bounds  the  upper  limit  of  the  absolute  accu- 
racy  in  this case.  It  was,  however, difficult to estimate  the 
absolute  accuracy,  more  precisely  in this  experiment.  The 
accuracy  of  the  X-ray  fluorescence  method,  which  was 
used  to  obtain  the  reference  values of the  layer  thickness, 
was  limited  to  within  a  few  percent. 

C. Spatial Resolution 
When  the  measurement  is  made  on  layered  products in 

the  production  line, it is usually  sufficient  only to measure 
the  average  layer  thickness  over a  part of the  layered  sur- 
face.  However, it  sometimes is required  to  measure  the 
spatial  distribution of the layer  thickness.  The  spatial res- 
olution  of  the  measurement  was,  therefore,  investigated 
through  modification of the  ultrasonic  sensor. 

A mask with an  aperture  hole  was  attached  on  the  trans- 
ducer rod to obtain a narrow  beam  as  shown in Fig. 10. 
The  material of the  mask  was  silicon  rubber.  In  this  ex- 
periment,  we  employed  a  test  specimen  with  its  surface 
partially  electroplated  with  gold  of 4.5 mm X 5 mm in 
the  surface  area  and 3 .1  pm in the  average  thickness.  The 
cross  sectional  view of the specimen,  obtained by a  sur- 
face  profiler [ 141 is  drawn in Fig. 11 (b).  One  dimensional 
distribution  of  the  layer  thickness,  measured by using an 
ultrasonic  sensor  with an aperture  diameter of 0.6 mm, is 
also plotted  in Fig. 1 l(a).  From  the  observation of mea- 
sured  data at  the  edges of  the  layer in Fig.  l l ,  we  could 
estimate  that  the  spatial  resolution in this case was about 
0.5 mm.  When a  mask  with  aperture diameter  less than 
0.5 mm was  used,  the  power of the  ultrasonic  beam  be- 

l Substrates 42-alloy I 

I 
10 20 30 40 

Temperature ['C 1 

Fig. 9. Dependence offd values on temperature. 

-Piezoelectric Cllm 

Transducer Rad 

Fig. 10. Illustration  of  ultrasonic  sensor. Mask with aperture is placed on 
transducer  rod. 
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Fig. 1 1 .  One-dimensional  distribution of layer  thickness. (a) Measured 
with ultrasonic  sensor  having mask on  it. ( h )  Obtained by surface  pro- 
filer. 

came so weak  that an  accurate  measurement  could not be 
made.  Therefore,  minimum  spatial resolution  obtained in 
this  experiment  was  estimated  to  be 0.5 mm. 

The  higher  spatial resolution  might be possible if an 
acoustic  lens is employed  for  the  transducer  rod, a  study 
of which  will  be  treated  elsewhere. 

D. Sensor-Positioning 
Misalignments in set  up of a  sensor  (displacement z 

along  the  normal  to  the  surface  of  a  specimen,  and  incli- 
nation I) around  the  proper  incident  angle, as shown in 
Fig.  12) result in a  degradation  of the accuracy of thick- 
ness  measurements.  It is desirable  to  have  large  allow- 
ances in the  sensor-positioning  for rapid and  stable  mea- 
surements,  because  the  acoustic  micrometer  has  been 
primarily  aimed  at  applications in the  factory  environ- 
ment. 

The  following  experiments were  made to  estimate  the 
allowances in c' and $. The  layer  thickness of a test spec- 
imen  was 3.1  pm. Incident  angle  was 29.7". Peak  to  peak 
voltages of reflected waveforms, L$,,, and  dip  frequencies 
in spectra  were  measured  while  changing  the  distance  be- 
tween  the  sensor  and specimen. In Fig.  13,  relative output 
power  of the  receiving  transducer,  namely 20 log,, y,,,, 
and  dip  frequencies in spectra  are plotted  with and 0, 
respectively, as functions of the  displacement z of the  sen- 
sor. It  can  be  seen  from  the  figure  that  the  dip  frequency 
remained in a  region  from 7 1.75 MHz  to 72.5 MHz when 
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Dlsplocemenl lncilnomn 
Fig. 12. Illustration  showing  displacement  and  inclination  of  ultrasonic 

sensor. 

Dlslonce 2 [mm1 

Fig.  13.  Dependence of output  voltages  and  dip  frequencies  on  sensor  dis- 
placement.  Layer  thickness: 3.1  pm. 

the  sensor  was  displaced  along  the  normal  to  the  surface 
of  the  specimen up to +2 mm from  its  focus  at z = 0. 
The  dip  frequency  deviated  considerably  when  the  sensor 
was  displaced  more  than +2  mm.  The  allowance in the 
sensor  displacement  was  thus  estimated  to  be +2 mm. 

Further  experiments were  performed in order  to  assess 
the  allowance in the  sensor  inclination.  Peak  to  peak  volt- 
ages  of reflected  waveforms, Vpp,  and  dip  frequencies in 
spectra  were  measured  as above  while  changing  the  sen- 
sor inclination, $. Relative  output  power  of  the  receiving 
transducer, 20 log,, Vpp,  and dip  frequencies in spectra 
are  plotted  with 0 and 0, respectively,  as  functions  of 
the  sensor  inclination.  It  can  be  seen  from  Fig.  14  that  the 
dip  frequency remained  virtually  unchanged  when  the 
sensor  inclination  was  within rt0.2". The  dip  frequency 
deviated  considerably  when  the  inclination  exceeded 
k0.2". Therefore,  the  allowance in the  inclination  was 
estimated  to  be k0.2". 

The  experiments in this  section  have  shown  that  the 
sensor-positioning  should  be  maintained  within  the  allow- 
ances ( 1 z 1 < 2 mm, I $ \ < 0.2") in order to  accurately 
obtain  the  dip  frequency.  This  can  be easily  performed by 
adjusting  the  sensor-positioning so that the peak  voltage 
of  the  reflected  waveform is maximum. 

E.  Limitations 
In  the  present  method,  the  measurable  range of the 

thickness is limited by the effective  frequency  range of 
the  ultrasonic  sensor,  because the dip  frequency is in- 
versely  proportional  to  the  layer  thickness. At present,  it 
is difficult to  measure  the  layer  thickness  less  than 1 pm. 
On  the  contrary,  such  layer  thickness  less  than 1 pm is 
accurately  measured with an  acoustic  microscope [ 131. 
The  measurement  with  an  acoustic  microscope  becomes 
difficult if the  layer  thickness is large,  because  multiple 
modes of surface  waves  are  then  excited.  Therefore,  the 
two methods  can  be  used  complementarily. 

An evaluation of the  accuracy  made in Section IV-B, 

lnclinat\on of Sensor [&?g1 

Fig. 14. Dependence of output  voltages  and  dip  frequencies on sensor in- 
clination.  Layer  thickness: 3. I urn. 

was  limited  up  to  one  percent  because  of  the  limited  ac- 
curacy  of the X-ray  fluorescence  method.  One  of  other 
possible  sources  of  limitation in the  accuracy  might  be  a 
dependence  of fd values  on  variations of acoustic  prop- 
erties  (density,  sound  velocity, etc.)  for  specimens  with 
different  layer thickness. And fd values  might  also  depend 
on  adhesion  of  layers.  These  sources of limitation in the 
accuracy,  at  the  same  time,  suggest  a  possibility  to  detect 
variations of acoustic  properties  and  adhesion of layers. 
The possibility will be  explored  elsewhere  with  regard  to 
the  measurement  of  quality of layers. 

V .  CONCLUSION 
An  acoustic  micrometer  for  layer  thickness  measure- 

ment  using  pseudo-Sezawa  waves  was  developed.  The 
acoustic  micrometer  was  constructed,  based  on  a  phenom- 
enon  that  the  pseudo-Sezawa  wave  was  excited  on  a  lay- 
ered  surface by an  obliquely  incident  ultrasonic wave.  The 
performance,  which was required for the  measurement in 
the  production  line,  was  experimentally  investigated by 
using test  specimens  consisting of 42-alloy  substrates  with 
gold  layers. The performance  was  achieved as  follows. 
Measurable  thickness  range; 1-20 pm, stability; k0.2 
percent,  accuracy; 1 percent,  minimum  spatial  resolu- 
tion; 0.5 mm,  measurement  time: 1 S .  
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